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Abstract—Large-scale integration of electric vehicles (EVs)
leads to a tighter integration between transportation and electric
energy systems. In this paper, we develop a novel integer-
clustering approach to model a large number of EVs by managing
vehicle charging and energy at the fleet level yet maintaining
individual trip dispatch. The model is then used to develop a spa-
tially and temporally-resolved decision-making tool for optimally
planning and operating EV fleets and charging infrastructure.
The tool comprises a two-stage framework where a tractable dis-
aggregation step follows the integer-clustering problem to recover
an individual solution. Mathematical relationships between the
integer clustering, disaggregation, and individual formulations
are analyzed. We establish theoretical lower and upper bounds
on the true individual formulation which underpins a guaranteed
performance of the proposed method. The optimality accuracy
and computational efficiency of the integer-clustering formulation
are also numerically validated on a real-world case study of
Boston’s public transit network under extensive test instances.
Substantial speedups with minimal loss in solution quality are
demonstrated.

Index Terms—Electric vehicles (EVs), commercial fleets, smart
charging, integer clustering formulation, theoretical bounds,
mixed integer linear programming (MILP).

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) will lead
to a tighter integration between transportation and electric
energy systems due to the large amount of flexible loads
introduced by EVs. EV aggregators and owners of commercial
EV fleets can control the charging and operation of the
vehicles to respond to time-of-use electricity price signals,
achieve peak shaving, or provide ancillary services to the grid
[1]. While there are extensive studies on the grid impacts
of added electrical loads from light-duty EVs in residential
settings [2], [3], the grid impacts of charging infrastructure for
heavy-duty EV fleets are less studied. In this paper, we focus
on modeling a large number of commercial EV fleets, such as
public buses, school buses, and delivery freight, and develop
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spatially and temporally-resolved decision-making tools for
deploying and operating EVs and the charging infrastructure.

Previous research has looked into the operational problem
of managing EV fleets. Reference [4] proposed a multi-
battery flexibility model that uses a few virtual batteries to
conservatively estimate the aggregate flexibility set of a large
number of EVs. The virtual batteries can be identified through
a clustering approach to reflect the various geometric shapes
of the individual EV flexibility sets. The formulation of this
work does not straightforwardly apply to planning settings
though because the total number and composition of the
individual EVs are given parameters. Reference [5] studied the
problem of coordinating EV charging by distributed control.
A model for aggregated fleet state-of-charge dynamics was
presented. However, the model considered the trip assignments
as input parameters instead of decision variables, and the
vehicle composition was homogeneous. On the other hand,
the planning problem for EVs and charging infrastructure has
received relatively less attention. Reference [6] quantified the
value of distributed energy resources for meeting the energy
demand of heavy-duty EVs, though, taking the electricity load
profiles from EV charging as fixed input parameters. Reference
[7] studied an EV fleet scheduling problem incorporating the
fleet sizing decision but also uses a heuristic assumption of a
fixed charging rule and discretized energy levels.

To address the gaps in existing literature, we develop a novel
approach, referred to as the integer-clustering formulation, to
efficiently model large-scale EV fleets and their charging and
dispatching in planning and operation problems. Referring
to Fig. 1(a), conventional formulations are computationally
challenging because they track the state-of-energy (SOE)
for individual vehicles (as shown by the curves) and the
charging power for each vehicle-charger pairs. The proposed
formulation, on the other hand, clusters the vehicles and
chargers by their operating characteristics into a few types,
as denoted by the circles in Fig. 1(b). We only manage the
aggregated energy for each vehicle type and the aggregated
charging power for each vehicle-charger type to significantly
reduce the number of decision variables and constraints. The
model is then used for developing an optimization framework.
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Operational details such as EV charging and dispatching are
modeled in the constraints. Therefore, the formulations are
practically useful for both planning design and as an opera-
tional decision-making tool. In the current paper, we consider
the perspective of the fleet owners. For the planning problems,
the objective is to minimize the total investment costs (e.g.,
types and number of EVs and chargers, etc.) and operational
costs (e.g., electricity bill, maintenance, etc.). The energy
distribution system enforces the maximum power that can be
supplied at the depot (c.f., Section V). It can be formulated
as a constant parameter or a decision variable and included
in the objective function to represent potential distribution
system upgrade cost. Whereas for the operation problems,
the objective is to minimize operational costs under a given
infrastructure. Further details about the objective functions of
these optimization problems are given in Section VI.

The integer-clustering formulation can effectively reduce the
computational complexity due to the fleet-level management
for EV charging. Note that, however, the model is still able
to handle vehicle dispatch on the individual vehicle level. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), for the type-1 fleet (in blue), although we
only track the aggregated energy in all type-1 vehicles (that are
parked at the depot) denoted by the larger blue rectangle, we
manage the specific amount of energy to be carried in the type-
1 vehicle (denoted by the darker blue rectangle) that is about to
be dispatched for the impending trip. Detailed constraints are
provided in Section II. Furthermore, from the analytical per-
spective, we proved theoretical guarantees in Section VII for
the performance of the proposed method by showing a lower
and upper bound on the true individual formulation as given in
Section III. The analysis is facilitated by disaggregation of the
integer-clustering outputs as formulated in Section IV. Finally,
the performance of the proposed framework is demonstrated
using a real-world case study based on Boston’s public transit
bus network in Section VIII. Real geospatial timetable data
set for bus schedules and actual cost parameters are used in
the case study to provide insightful guidelines for future low-
emission electrified transportation systems.

II. INTEGER-CLUSTERING FLEET FORMULATION

In this section, we present the novel integer-clustering
formulation that models fleet-level EV charging to reduce the
computational requirement compared to vehicle-level man-
agement while still maintaining individual vehicle dispatch.
Similarly, the chargers are managed at the group level, only
differentiated by charger types.

The trip demand schedule is assumed to be deterministic and
known in advance. This assumption is viable because we focus
on commercial EV fleets in this paper. The term “trip block”,
or simply, “block”, refers to a collection of interconnecting
trips which in total begins and ends at the charging station
(i.e. depot), and are fulfilled by a single vehicle. Note that all
EV chargings take place at the depot. We assume that there
are in total K trip blocks in the schedule table, I vehicle
types, J charger types, and S representative days. Within each
representative day s there are Td time intervals with indices

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Conventional formulation: Track charging and state-
of-energy (SOE) for individual vehicles and chargers. (b) Integer-
clustering formulation: Group vehicles and chargers by type, and
manage charging and SOE at the group level.

{τs, ..., τs}, and across the concatenated representative days
there are in total T time intervals, i.e., T = STd.

Some important parameters used in the formulation are
introduced here. D ∈ RK gathers the total travel distance
of each trip block. A ∈ {0, 1}K×T denotes the en route (1) or
idle (0) status for each trip block. U ∈ {0, 1}K×T gathers the
time of leaving the charging station for each block, that is, its
value equals 1 at the block’s starting time and 0 elsewhere. On
the other hand, V ∈ {0, 1}K×T gathers the time of returning
to the charging station for each block, that is, its value equals
1 at the time immediately after the block’s end time, and 0
elsewhere. Pij denotes the charging power capacity in kW for
type i vehicle using type j charger. Ri is the vehicle energy
capacity in kWh for type i vehicle.

The fleet-level vehicle dynamics are modeled as follows,∑
i

bki = 1, bki binary, ∀k, (1)

ni(t) = N v
i −

∑
k

(Ak(t)bki), ∀i, t, (2)∑
j

mij(t) ≤ ni(t), ∀i, t, (3)∑
i

mij(t) ≤ N c
j , ∀j, t, (4)

ni(t) ≥ 0, ni(t) integer, ∀ i, t, (5)
mij(t) ≥ 0, ∀i, j, t. (6)
N v

i ≥ 0, N v
i integer, ∀i, (7)

N c
j ≥ 0, N c

j integer, ∀j. (8)

Here, bki is a binary variable that denotes whether block
k is assigned to vehicle type i, and (1) ensures that each
block is assigned to exactly one vehicle type. (2) enforces
that ni, the number of type i vehicles at the depot, equals N v

i ,
the total number of type i vehicles, minus those that are en
route. The variable mij denotes the number of type i vehicles
that are being charged by type j chargers. (3) requires the
number of type i vehicles that are actively charging at the
depot to be upper bounded by the number of type i vehicles
at the depot. (4) requires that the total number of vehicles that
are charging using type j chargers is upper bounded by N c

j ,
the number of type j chargers. Non-negativity constraints (5)-
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(8) are enforced. Note that mij is modeled as a continuous
variable to allow for the flexibility of switching the usage of
chargers among vehicle types within a time interval.

The following constraints describe fleet-level energy man-
agement and individual vehicle dispatch. The variable soei,
referred to as the state-of-energy (SOE), denotes the combined
energy stored in all type i vehicles that are parked at the depot;
soei(t) refers to the state at the beginning of interval t. pv

i is
the combined charging power for type i vehicles at the depot,
dki denotes the energy stored in type i vehicles that is prepared
for block k, and ηv

i is the parameter for driving efficiency in
kWh/km for vehicle type i.

soei(t+ 1) = soei(t) + pv
i (t)∆T+∑

k

[
− Uk(t)dki + Vk(t)

(
dki −Dkbkiη

v
i

)]
,

∀ i, s, t ∈ [τs, τs − 1], (9)

0 ≤ pv
i (t) ≤

∑
j

(Pijmij(t)), ∀i, t, (10)

soei(τs) = soei(τs) + pv
i (τs)∆T+∑

k

[
− Uk(τs)dki + Vk(τs)

(
dki −Dkbkiη

v
i

)]
, ∀i, s,

(11)
0 ≤ soei(t) ≤ Rini(t), ∀i, t. (12)

Equation (9) states that the variation in the aggregated SOE
is driven by the charging power pv

i , the decrease caused by
a vehicle leaving the depot (modeled by matrix U ), and the
increase due to a vehicle returning to the depot (modeled by
matrix V ) carrying unused surplus energy. (10) ensures that pv

i

is less than or equal to the charging rate times the number of
vehicles under each charger type. For the sake of continuous
operation, (11) requires that the combined energy at the end
of the representative day returns to its initial value. (12) is a
physical limit that makes sure the aggregated SOE is upper
bounded by the vehicle energy capacity times the number of
type i vehicles at the depot.

We are yet to account for the variable dki in (9). Two
variants of the formulation are provided. The first formulation
allows the vehicle to carry surplus energy, i.e. more than what
is needed by the impending trip block,

Dkbkiη
v
i ≤ dki ≤ Ribki, ∀i, k, (less restrictive). (13)

In contrast, the second formulation requires the vehicle being
dispatched to cover a trip block to carry exactly the same
amount of energy needed for the trip,

Dkbkiη
v
i = dki ≤ Ribki, ∀i, k, (more restrictive). (14)

Note that if bki = 0, that is, type i vehicle is not assigned to
cover block k, then dki is forced to be zero.

Remark 1. It is clear that (14) is more restrictive than in
reality where surplus energy is allowed, while (13) is less
restrictive than in reality because in this formulation the
surplus energy can be redistributed among the vehicle fleet
upon a vehicle returning to the depot.

III. INDIVIDUAL VEHICLES FORMULATION

Given the decision (of either a planning or operation prob-
lem) using the integer-clustering formulation, we are interested
in determining: 1) if there exists an exact disaggregation for
individual vehicles that, when aggregated, match the charging
and dispatching operation determined by the integer-clustering
formulation; 2) if so, what is the exact disaggregation and
how does it compare to re-optimizing operation (while keeping
the investment plan) during disaggregation; and 3) if not, to
what extent the integer-clustering formulation matches that of
the aggregated charging and dispatching of the individual for-
mulation. To facilitate the discussion, we make the following
definition.

Definition 1. Consider any pair of trip blocks, indexed by k1
and k2. They are said to be compatible with each other if
either: block k1’s ending time is less than or equal to k2’s
starting time, or block k2’s ending time is less than or equal
to k1’s starting time.

In addition to the variables and parameters introduced
earlier, the following variables are defined for type i vehicles.
yiv indicates whether the vehicle indexed by (i, v), that is,
vehicle v in type i, is purchased. bbikv denotes whether block
k is assigned to vehicle v (in type i vehicles), ppv,i

vj (t) ∈ R+

denotes the charging power of vehicle v using a type j charger
at time t, ddikv denotes the energy carried in vehicle v for block
k, and soeviv(t) ∈ R+ denotes the stored energy of vehicle
v at time t while it is at the depot. Besides, define xi

vj(t)
as continuous variables indicating the time fraction during
interval t when vehicle v is charging using type j charger.

Remark 2. The modeling choice of continuous xi
vj (and

continuous mij in Section II) implicitly allows the same
charger to be used across different vehicles and vehicle types
within the same time period, thereby mitigating the impact of
time resolution choice on model fidelity.

If a vehicle indexed by (i, v) is assigned for any blocks,
then its purchase status must be on and contribute to the fleet
size,

bbikv ≤ yiv ≤ 1, bbikv, y
i
v binary, ∀i, k, v, (15)∑

v

yiv ≤ N v
i , ∀i, v. (16)

One vehicle cannot cover two blocks at any time t, that
is, blocks that are assigned to the same vehicle should be
compatible. Recall that matrix A denotes the en route or idle
status for each trip block. We have,∑

k

(Ak(t)bb
i
kv) ≤ 1, ∀i, v, t. (17)

Vehicles cannot charge en route,∑
j

xi
vj(t) ≤ 1−

∑
k

Ak(t)bb
i
kv, ∀i, v, t. (18)
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During any time period, the total amount of “charging
fraction” utilized by vehicles must be upper bounded by the
number of chargers of type j,∑

i,v

xi
vj(t) ≤ N c

j , ∀j. (19)

The dynamic of the state-of-energy (while at the depot) for
individual vehicles is given by,

soeviv(t+ 1) = soeviv(t) +
∑
j

ppv,i
vj (t)∆T+∑

k

[
− Uk(t)dd

i
kv + Vk(t)

(
ddikv −Dkbb

i
kvη

v
i

)]
,

∀ i, v, s, t ∈ [τs, τs − 1]. (20)

The charging rate and stored energy for individual vehicles
should be bounded by their capacity. And the boundary
condition is enforced to ensure continuity of operation,

0 ≤ ppv,i
vj (t) ≤ Pijx

i
vj(t), ∀i, j, v, t, (21)

0 ≤ soeviv(t) ≤ Ri,∀i, v, t, (22)

soeviv(τs) = soeviv(τs) +
∑

j
ppv,i

vj (τs)∆T+∑
k

[
− Uk(τs)dd

i
kv + Vk(τs)

(
ddikv −Dkbb

i
kvη

v
i

)]
. (23)

Remark 3. Recall that in the integer-clustering formulation,
similar capacity constraints, (10)-(12), were defined at the
fleet level for each vehicle type. Those constraints are less
restrictive than (21)-(23) and may represent fictitious “super
charging” due to the aggregation effect. Therefore, a feasible
solution for the integer-clustering formulation may not neces-
sarily have a feasible disaggregation.

We account for the variable ddikv in (20) in a similar manner
as in the integer-clustering formulation by giving two variants.
The first formulation allows the vehicle to carry surplus energy
than needed by the impending trip block,

Dkbb
i
kvη

v
i ≤ ddikv ≤ Ribb

i
kv, ∀i, k, v, (less restrictive),

(24)

while the second formulation requires the vehicle being dis-
patched to cover a trip block to carry exactly the same amount
of energy needed for the trip,

Dkbb
i
kvη

v
i = ddikv ≤ Ribb

i
kv, ∀i, k, v, (more restrictive).

(25)

IV. FLEET-INDIVIDUALS OPERATIONAL MATCHING

The following constraints are geared towards finding the
exact disaggregation that matches the operational profiles of
the integer-clustering solution. Note that to find the exact
disaggregation (as compared to re-optimizing the vehicle op-
eration), there is no interplay across different vehicle types.
As a result, the problem can be perfectly decomposed by
considering different vehicle types separately. The superscript
i is added only to indicate that the problem is for the type-i
fleet.

Assuming that we already obtained the results of the integer-
clustering formulation (for either the planning or operation

problems), when we disaggregate, every block that is assigned
to vehicle type i needs to be covered by one and only vehicle
in type i, ∑

v

bbikv = bki, ∀k. (26)

The amount of energy carried for block k equals to the value
assigned to the type-i fleet,∑

v

ddikv = dki, ∀k. (27)

The number of type j chargers being used for all type i
vehicles at any time t should match the total number found in
the integer-clustering problem,∑

v

xi
vj(t) = mij(t), ∀j, t. (28)

Note that there is no need to index the chargers; we simply
need to utilize them based on their availability, using the first
one that is accessible.

The sum of the charging power for all the type i vehicles
should match the total charging power for this vehicle type
found in the integer-clustering problem,∑

v,j

ppv,i
vj (t) = pv

i (t), ∀t. (29)

Similarly, the sum of the stored energy should match the total
aggregated energy for this vehicle type,∑

v

soeviv(t) = soei(t), ∀t. (30)

V. ENERGY SYSTEM MODEL

The interaction between the charging infrastructure at the
depot and the electric distribution grid is described in a sim-
plified manner, as outlined below. The electric power balance
equation is given by,

pg(t) =
∑
i

pv
i (t) (or, pg(t) =

∑
v,j,i

ppv,i
vj (t)), ∀t, (31)

where pg, the electric power supplied by the grid, equals the
total demand from EV charging.

A typical electricity rate structure for commercial customers
consists of energy charge ($/kWh) and demand charge ($/kW).
The demand charge is based on the peak demand, that is,
the highest hourly electricity usage for all time intervals
during each billing period. We assume that for the selected
representative days, there are in total L groups of season and
weekday/weekend types with distinct demand charge rates,
and ppk

l denotes the peak power consumption in the l-th group.
We have,

ppk
l ≥ pg(t), ∀l, ∀t ∈ group l. (32)

Furthermore, the following engineering constraint is en-
forced,

0 ≤ pg(t) ≤ pg, (33)
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where pg is a parameter that governs the maximum power that
can be supplied from the energy distribution system. Alterna-
tively, pg could be treated as a decision variable to model the
potential upgrade of the distribution system infrastructure. We
do not consider the possibility of feeding energy back to the
grid for now, leading to pg(t) ≥ 0 in (33).

VI. OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION

Two types of optimization problems are considered. The
planning problem aims to find the least-cost investment portfo-
lio for EV fleets and energy infrastructures that meet electrified
transportation demand. The operation problem determines the
most cost-effective EV charging and dispatching schedule
given the existing fleet and energy infrastructure.

The objective function Jobj is defined as the summation of
investment costs and operational costs,

Jobj =
∑
i

(N v
i c

v
i ) +

∑
j

(N c
j c

c
j) +

∑
l

(ppk
l cpk

l )

+
∑
s

∑
t∈Ts

(pg(t)∆Tcg(t)Ss) +
∑
i

∑
k

Dkbkic
m
i , (34)

where cv
i , cc

j , cpk
l , cg(t), and cm

i are the cost parameters
for EVs, chargers, demand charge, energy price, and vehicle
maintenance, respectively. The first two terms in Jobj are the
capital costs for EVs and chargers, which will be a constant
in operation problems. ppk

l cpk
l denotes the demand charge and

pg(t)∆Tcg(t)Ss denotes the energy cost for the electricity
supplied by the grid. Note that with a slight abuse of notation,
we use Ss to denote how many type s representative days
are there, for example, in the time horizon of one year, and
Ts to denote the hours in those days. Dkbkic

m
i is the fleet

maintenance cost.

A. Planning Problem

When determining the investment plan for EV fleets and
charging infrastructure, we make the following assumption.

Assumption 1. There exists a type of vehicle available for
purchase with a range longer than the longest trip block.
Furthermore, there is a type of charger available for purchase
that has sufficiently high charging power capacity when paired
with the purchased vehicle to charge it to high enough energy
levels to satisfy the trip block schedules.

These assumptions are reasonable when converting a practi-
cal commercial fleet to EVs. Several EV products are available
on the market that have a long enough range for public transit
or freight delivery needs in an urban setting. Besides, the trip
blocks are normally scheduled considering shifts for drivers
and allow ample time for charging in between trips. In practice,
a significant portion of the charging is performed during the
previous night to prepare EVs for the next day’s trips. Under
Assumption 1, P1 and P2 that will be defined in the following
are always feasible due to the trivial solution of procuring a
vehicle and charger for every trip block.

1) Integer-clustering formulation: The planning problem
with the integer-clustering formulation is given as follows,

(P1) min
Xagg

Jobj

subject to Fleet operation (1) − (12), (13) (or (14)),
Energy system (31) − (33).

The vector Xagg contains all decision variables. Investment-
related decision variables include N v

i and N c
j . Operation-

related decision variables include bki, ni(t), mij(t), pv
i (t),

soei(t), dki, pg(t), p
pk
l .

2) Individual formulation: We consider the planning prob-
lem with individual formulation to serve as a benchmark
for demonstrating the performance of the integer-clustering
formulation. The idea is to incorporate constraints in Sec-
tions II, III, and IV in a single optimization problem,

(P2) min
Xagg,yi

v,X indiv

Jobj

subject to

Fleet operation (1) − (12), (13) (or (14)),
Individual vehicles (15) − (23), (24) (or (25)),
Fleet operations matching (26) − (30).
Energy system (31) − (33).

The decision variables are Xagg, yiv and X indiv, where Xagg
is as defined in P1 and X indiv contains bbkv , xi

vj(t), pp
v
vj(t),

ddkv , and soevv(t). Note for P2, for each type i the vehicle
index v ranges from 1 to K, since the total number of trip
blocks is an ex-ante upper bound on how many vehicles may
need to be purchased.

B. Operation Problem

Given an optimal solution X∗
agg,1 from the integer-clustering

planning problem P1, for the sake of finding an exact
individually-feasible disaggregation, or showing the lack
thereof, we consider the feasibility problem P3,

(P3) find Xagg,X indiv

subject to

Planning coupling Xagg = X∗
agg,1,

Individual vehicles (17) − (23), (24) (or (25)),
Fleet operations matching (26) − (30).
Energy system (31) − (33),

where the fleet-related decision variables Xagg (c.f. P1) are
fixed to their respective optimal solution values from P1. The
vector X indiv contains individual vehicles’ operational decision
variables (c.f. P2). For P3, the vehicle index set is constructed
according to the aggregated sizing solution, namely type
i’s vehicle index v ranges from 1 to N v∗

i . Moreover, by
construction, equations (15) and (16) are satisfied since there
are exactly N v

i variables constructed.
Instead of strictly following the aggregated operational

charging profile, we can consider the disaggregation optimiza-
tion problem, referred to as P4, to determine the optimal
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operation for individual vehicles while fixing only the planning
investments (for vehicles and chargers) and vehicle-type block
assignments according to those decided by X∗

agg,1,

(P4) min
Xagg,X indiv

Jobj

subject to

Planning coupling {N v, N c, b} = Proj(X∗
agg,1)

Individual vehicles (17) − (23), (24) (or (25)),
Fleet operations matching (26) − (30).
Energy system (31) − (33),

where “Proj” is a function that projects the vector X∗
agg,1 to

its components N v
i , N c

j , bki, which are now fixed constants
in P4. Similarly to P3, the vehicle index is constructed to
be from 1 to N v∗

i . Note that for P4, other than the fixed
vehicle assignments, the remaining Xagg decisions consist of
trivial aggregations d,m, p, soe which are no longer coupled
to the P1 solution. Such a freedom to deviate from the P1
charging schedules implies that P4’s feasible region contains
P3’s feasible region.

VII. THEORETICAL BOUNDS ON PERFORMANCE

In this section, we provide theoretical analysis and establish
performance guarantees for the proposed method. We give
both an upper and lower bound for the true individual for-
mulation using the integer-clustering model.

Theorem 1. Let J∗
1 and J

∗
1 be the optimal values of problem

P1 with constraint (13) and (14), respectively. Let J∗
2 and

J
∗
2 be the optimal values of problem P2 with constraints

(13),(24) and (14),(25), respectively. Let J∗
4 and J

∗
4 be the

optimal values of problem P4 with constraint (24) and (25),
respectively. Then J∗

1 ≤ J∗
2 ≤ J∗

4 and J
∗
1 ≤ J

∗
2 ≤ J

∗
4.

Moreover, consider the disaggregation feasibility problem
P3 that corresponds to P1. If P3 is feasible, then J∗

1 = J∗
2 =

J∗
4 and J

∗
1 = J

∗
2 = J

∗
4.

Finally, J∗
1 ≤ J

∗
1, J∗

2 ≤ J
∗
2, and J∗

4 ≤ J
∗
4.

Proof. Note that P2 is always feasible under Assumption 1.
Let X̂2 =(X̂agg, ŷiv , X̂ indiv) be a feasible solution of P2 with
constraint (13),(24) (respectively, (14),(25)). Define X̂1 =
X̂agg. Because the constraints of P2 include those of P1, we
know that X̂1 is a feasible solution of P1 with constraint (13)
(respectively, (14)). Therefore, J∗

1 ≤ J∗
2 and J

∗
1 ≤ J

∗
2.

To show that J∗
2 ≤ J∗

4 and J
∗
2 ≤ J

∗
4, we analyze the

constraints in P2 and P4. First, if P4 is infeasible, these
inequalities automatically hold. When P4 is feasible, we first
notice that adding constraints (1)-(12),(13)(or (14)) to P4 (with
design parameters N v, N c, b fixed to the corresponding values
in X̂1) does not reduce and therefore does not change the
feasible region of P4. Besides, adding constraints (15) and
(16) to P4 does not reduce and therefore does not change the
feasible region of P4 either, because N v

i is a parameter and
(15) and (16) are trivially satisfied in this case. We denote
the revised equivalent problem that contains the additional
constraints as P ′

4. Comparing back to P2, it is clear that

they have the same set of constraints except that P ′
4 has an

additional constraint that sets N v, N c, b to be constants. As a
result, take any feasible solution of P ′

4 (thereby of P4), it is
also feasible for P2, which gives J∗

2 ≤ J∗
4 and J

∗
2 ≤ J

∗
4.

Next, we prove the second statement on the equality result.
Under Assumption 1, problem P1 is always feasible. Let X̃1

be a feasible solution of P1 with constraint (13) (respectively,
(14)). Consider the corresponding disaggregation problem P3.
When P3 is feasible, denote its feasible solution by X̃3 =
(X̃1, X̃ indiv). Further define yiv = 1 if 1 ≤ v ≤ Ñ v

i and
yiv = 0 for Ñ v

i < v ≤ K. Then (X̃1, y
i
v, X̃ indiv) would be a

feasible solution to P2. As a result, J∗
2 ≤ J∗

1 and J
∗
2 ≤ J

∗
1.

Therefore, J∗
2 = J∗

1 and J
∗
2 = J

∗
1.

Define X̃4 = X̃3, it is obvious that X̃4 is feasible for P4.
As a result, J∗

4 ≤ J∗
1 and J

∗
4 ≤ J

∗
1. Therefore, J∗

4 = J∗
1 and

J
∗
4 = J

∗
1. The result is proven.

Finally, to show that J∗
1 ≤ J

∗
1, J∗

2 ≤ J
∗
2, and J∗

4 ≤ J
∗
4, we

simply need to notice that the formulations with constraints
(13) and (24) are less restrictive than their counterparts with
constraints (14) and (25), respectively.

Since constraints in the integer-clustering formulation for
the aggregated vehicle state-of-energy and charging power
are less restrictive compared to the individual formulation,
there might not exist a feasible decomposition for individual
vehicles given a result from the integer-clustering formula-
tion. However, we always have both an upper bound (by
P4, upon adding slack variables to investment) and a lower
bound (by P1) for the individual formulation. If however
a feasible decomposition exists, the optimal result from the
integer-clustering formulation gives the optimal solution for
the individual formulation. We can exploit this property to
take advantage of the computational efficiency of the integer-
clustering formulation yet obtain the true optimal solution
that would have been produced by the individual formulation
(which may require unrealistic computation time or computing
power to solve).

VIII. CASE STUDY AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

The performance and computational efficiency of the devel-
oped tools are demonstrated through a real-world application
to the public transit bus system of the city of Boston.

The optimization models were implemented in JuMP using
Julia 1.9.2 and solved using Gurobi 10.0. The numerical
experiments were conducted on the MIT SuperCloud using
Intel Xeon Platinum 8260 processors each with 48 physical
cores [8].

A. Fleet Data: MBTA Transit Schedule

Transit agencies publish detailed schedule information us-
ing the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS). We use
schedules published by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA) [9], focusing on the Cabot bus depot which
serves major city routes. Fig. 2 (a) shows the geographical
location of the Cabot depot and the routes supported by the
depot. Fig. 2 (b) demonstrates the block schedules for the depot
on a representative weekday in the Fall season. The blue lines
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Figure 2. (a) Routes supported by the Cabot bus depot. (b) Block
schedules for the Cabot bus depot on a representative weekday in
the Fall season.

indicate the start and end hours of each trip block. It can
be seen that the block schedules are complex and represent
operational timescale information that should be included in
the investment planning.

B. Parameters for EV, Charger, and Energy System

In this study, we consider two EVs from the Proterra ZX5
product line, featuring short range and long range, respectively.
Their economic and technical parameters are summarized
in Table I. Three types of DC fast chargers with different
charging levels are evaluated too (Table II).

The retail electricity energy price is assumed to be
13.2 cents/kWh. Besides, a monthly demand charge structure
is enforced, with a higher demand charge in the summer
months from June to September (24.09 $/kW) versus the other
months (17.92 $/kW) [10].

C. Experimental Setup

We study a setting of I = 2 (short- and long-range EV
types), J = 3 (low-, medium-, and high-speed chargers). Data
subsamples of varying sizes were generated to demonstrate
the proposed method’s scalability. For subsample windows ω
ranging from 500 to 3, we select every ω-th block (arranged
chronologically), with the largest subsample data containing
K = 590 blocks. Larger subsets were not pursued in this
study due to the benchmark model (P2)’s intractability.

For each test case, we compare the performance of the
individual model (i.e., P2) versus the proposed integer-
clustering plus disaggregation method (i.e., P1,P3,P4). All
problems are mixed integer linear programming (MILP).

Individual model P2: The individual model is implemented
using a vehicle index v (for each vehicle type i) ranging from
1 to the aforementioned upper bound K.
Cluster-disaggregate approach:

• Solve P1, and output optimal solution X∗
agg,1.

• Fix X∗
agg,1 to solve P3

• Fix X∗
agg,1 to solve P4.

D. Results: Accuracy of Integer-Clustering Formulation

1) Feasible P3 implies 0 gap: In Table III, a case of
K = 24 resulted in a feasible P3; simultaneously, the P2

planning solution and objective exactly matches that of P1.

Figure 3. Empirical accuracy: Relative gap of the integer-clustering
optimal value J∗

1 compared to the true individual optimal value J∗
2 .

If P2 did not solve within the set 1-hour time limit, the relative gap
of J∗

4 (which is a valid upper bound) versus J∗
1 is reported instead.

(Showing cases when surplus energy is allowed.) An outlier of 0.5%
at K = 137 is omitted. Note that 8 of the P4 cases were infeasible;
but these were solved after allowing an N c slack ≤ 1.

The optimal values of the optimization problems exactly
match: J∗

1 = J∗
2 = J∗

4 . Fig. 3 extends across all cases, and
shows that when the P3 disaggregation is feasible (indicated
by red points on the plot), the resulting optimal value exactly
matches J∗

1 = J∗
2 = J∗

4 (the latter equality was also validated
for these cases). This numerically validates the equality case
of Theorem 1.

2) Optimality gaps are reasonably small: Regardless of
the status of the P3 disaggregation feasibility problem, we can
attempt to solve the P4 disaggregation optimization problem.
Across all cases, the J∗

4 /J
∗
1 gap, which is an upper bound to

the J∗
2 /J

∗
1 gap, was empirically found to be within 0.5% as

seen in Fig. 3. Even when the exact P3 is infeasible, such
as reported in Table IV, P4 can be calculated at a relatively
low computational burden in order to certify that the obtained
individually-feasible solution is within 0.007% of optimality.
In this case, it turns out that J∗

1 also had a zero gap to the
true optimal value J∗

2 .

3) Non-monotonic trend in optimality gaps: We observe in
Fig. 3 an overall non-monotonic trend in the accuracy gap as
the block number increases: below 8 blocks, the aggregation
is always exact; at medium number range of blocks there are
cases with larger gaps up to 0.4% (although most cases have
low gaps as seen in the dot density); finally as trip blocks
increase further (beyond ∼100 blocks) there is an overall trend
of tightening accuracy. Locally weighted scatterplot smoothing
(LOWESS) is used to visualize this trend. At a single vehicle,
the aggregated model is trivially equivalent to the individual
model. Future work could more closely examine the drivers for
increased accuracy of integer clustering at larger block sizes.
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Table I
ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF EVS [11].

Vehicle Type Energy capacity Range Capital cost Maintenance cost Full charge time Life time

Proterra ZX5 BEV (short-range) 225 kWh 106 miles $800,000 $0.64/km 0.45 - 4.5 hours 12 years

Proterra ZX5+ BEV (long-range) 450 kWh 197 miles $821,944 $0.64/km 0.45 - 4.5 hours 12 years

Table II
ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF DC FAST CHARGERS[12].

Charger Type Power rating Capital cost Installation cost Life time

Level 3 DC fast charger 50 kW $37,000 $22,626 28 years

Level 4 DC fast charger 150 kW $45,000 $22,626 28 years

Level 5 DC fast charger 500 kW $349,000 $250,000 28 years

Table III
K = 24 (ω = 76; ALLOW SURPLUS CHARGING)

Problem P2 indiv. P1 agg. P3 feas. P4 disagg.

Feasible Yes Yes Yes Yes

[Nv] 1, 1 1, 1 – –

[N c] 0, 1, 0 0, 1, 0 – –

[ppk] 71.21, 74.48 71.21, 74.48 – 71.21, 74.48

Optimal J∗ $154,526.31 $154,526.31 – $154,526.31

Gap vs. J∗
2 – 0.000% – 0.000%

Time (sec) 15.289 0.909 0.021 0.065

Table IV
K = 85 (ω = 21; ALLOW SURPLUS CHARGING)

Problem P2 indiv. P1 agg. P3 feas. P4 disagg.

Feasible Yes Yes No Yes

[Nv] 7, 1 7, 1 – –

[N c] 0, 1, 0 0, 1, 0 – –

[ppk] 45.48, 65.52 45.48, 65.52 – 47.28, 65.52

Optimal J∗ $586,713.74 $586,713.74 – $586,757.02

Gap vs. J∗
2 – 0.000% – 0.007%

Time (sec) 1,847.439 0.714 0.446 0.945

E. Results: Computational Efficiency

In the Table IV case, the individual model took 1,113
times longer than the combined times of (P1,P4). Fig. 4
summarizes this speedup across all cases: it shows how the
computation time for P2 scales roughly exponentially with
the case block dimension. Meanwhile, the P4 time (which
dominates time needed for the integer-clustering P1) only
increases modestly through the cases, although an uptick in the
largest case examined is noticeable. The speedup factor (when
using P1,P4) can reach as high as 2000 times, suggesting
the practical benefits of adopting such an integer-clustering
approach. Notably, beyond about K = 100, P2 models were
not able to solve within 1 hour; in contrast, in these cases,

the integer clustering plus disaggregation approach could re-
liably produce an individually feasible solution with provable
optimality guarantees.

Figure 4. Computational efficiency: Model solution time and
speedup factors TP2/(TP1 + TP4). P2 models were not reliably
solved within the 1-hour time limit at cases larger than K ∼ 100,
and speedup factors are not reported for these cases.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an integer-clustering formulation that
can efficiently model a large number of EVs to address
the computational challenges in integrated grid-transportation
studies. The model was then used to develop decision-making
tools for optimally planning and/or operating EV fleets and
charging infrastructure. We conducted a rigorous analysis
to reveal the mathematical relationships between the hierar-
chical formulations of the integer-clustering, disaggregation,
and individualized problems. Most importantly, we proved
both lower and upper bounds for the true individual solution
based on the proposed integer-clustering formulation. These
theoretical bounds provide guaranteed performance for the
proposed method.
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We applied the proposed framework to a real-world case
study of Boston’s public transit network using real geospatial
data for bus schedules and actual cost parameters for EVs and
charging infrastructure. The proposed integer-clustering ap-
proach demonstrated remarkable accuracy and computational
performance. When solving real-life scale problem instances,
the individual-vehicle formulation using the full set of poten-
tial combinatorial variables is shown to be computationally in-
tractable. In contrast, the integer-clustering plus disaggregation
method scales well to larger cases, with documented speedups
up to 2000x. This computational efficiency is paired with the
quantified optimality gap guarantee, which empirically proves
to be within 0.5% for the instances studied.

Future work includes more deeply examining the mech-
anisms that cause P3 disaggregation infeasibilities, and in
turn, better capturing these constraints in the integer-clustering
formulation.
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